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Abstract—Current systems used by the Tunisian national
archives for the automatic transcription of national archival doc-
uments are hindered by many issues related to the performance
of the optical character recognition (OCR) tools. Indeed, using
a classical OCR system to transcribe and index ancient Arabic
documents is not a straightforward task due to the idiosyncrasies
and the particularities of this category of documents, such as
noise and degradation. Thus, applying an enhancement method
or a denoising technique remains an essential prerequisite step
to ease the archival document image analysis task. The state-
of-the-art methods addressing the use of degraded document
image enhancement and denoising are mainly based on applying
filters. The most common filtering techniques applied to color
images in the literature may be categorized into three classes:
marginal, vector and dual approaches. A marginal approach is
based on applying filters separately on each color component
of the selected color space model, while a vector approach
consists in applying filters on vectors containing different color
component values, determined according to the selected color
space model. A dual approach combines series and parallel filters
of vector and marginal types. To provide a set of comprehensive
guidelines on the strengths and the weaknesses of the most
widely used marginal and the vector filtering techniques, a
thorough comparative study of these techniques is proposed in
this article. Numerical experiments are carried out in this study
on color archival document images to show and to quantify the
performance of each assessed filtering technique.

Index Terms—Historical documents, Color images, Pre-
processing, Filter, Marginal approach, Vector approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N order to strengthen initiatives in the exploitation and
the enrichment of the national documentary heritage, the

Tunisian national archives1 are extremely interested in pro-
viding reliable tools for assisting researchers and historians in
manual transcription of the national archival documents. The
Tunisian national archives digitize over 200 pages per day.
The national documentary heritage digitized by the Tunisian
national archives encompasses more than six centuries (1500-
2000) of Tunisian history. It consists primarily of printed and
manuscript image documents written in Arabic and Latin and
digitized at 300 dpi in full color mode. Analyzing historical
documents by using a classical OCR system requires burden-
some and complex processing due to the idiosyncrasies and
the particularities of historical documents, such as noise and
degradation caused by copying, scanning or aging (e.g. yellow
pages, ink stains, mold or moisture, faded out ink, uneven
lighting due to folded, corrugated parchment or papyrus).
Therefore, applying an enhancement method or a denoising
technique is considered as the first major step in a document

1http://www.archives.nat.tn/

image analysis workflow. It is well-known that the success
or failure of a historical document image analysis and under-
standing approach tightly depends on the results of applying
an enhancement, a denoising or a restoration technique as a
pre-processing stage in a historical document image analysis
workflow. Several scientific works in historical document
image analysis have described several relevant approaches for
restoration or enhancement purposes [1].

In the literature, the issue of enhancing and restoring
historical document images has been tackled by using different
filtering techniques. Filtering techniques have been intensively
used in different fields of pattern recognition and machine
vision. It has been observed that filtering techniques are
flexible in a wide range of image types for reducing or
eliminating noise on the one hand, and for improving edge
contrast on the other hand [2]. Nevertheless, it is worth noting
that the significant increase of image complexity of historical
documents is considered one serious limitation for the choice
of the appropriate filtering technique [3], [4]. Moreover, ap-
plying a filtering technique on historical documents digitized
in full color requires an additional processing to handle with
the color space. Applying a filter on a color document image
should be addressed differently from a gray-scale one [5], [6].
Indeed, applying a filter on color document images involves
the use of a specific color model [7]. Each pixel is represented
by a multi-dimensional vector which is determined according
to the specified color space model such as RGB (red, green
and blue), HSB (hue, saturation and brightness) and CMYK
(cyan, magenta, yellow and key).

Several research works have suggested that the design
of a filtering technique for color images should take into
account the multi-dimensionality paradigm when examining
the theoretical basis for such an approach [8], [9]. For instance,
Angulo and Serra [10] presented a theory of multi-dimensional
mathematical morphology for color images. To model color
image, Ell and Sangwine [11] introduced the theory of vector
filters based on linear quaternion functions. The formalism of
quaternions which has been firstly proposed by Hamilton [12]
has been used for color image analysis and interpretation.

Applying a filter to color images is tackled in different ways
by many researchers. Most researchers have usually applied
filters to color images either by analyzing separately each
color component of the selected color model or by defining
a linear combination of the different color components of
the selected color model. In some cases, other researchers
have avoided separating the different color components and
have proposed to use a hyper-complex or a hyper-spatial
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model when applying filters to color images. For instance,
Sangwine and Ell [13] introduced a filter based on convolution
with hyper-complex masks for color images. Nevertheless,
when using a hyper-complex or a hyper-spatial model, a
priori knowledge regarding the content of the analyzed data is
absolutely required in order to define the appropriate filters for
color images. Therefore, research efforts have recently been
turned towards enriching semantically the applied filters in or-
der to adapt them properly to the content of the analyzed data.
This may eventually result in a basically vicious circle between
filtering, segmentation and recognition to find the most fine-
tuned filter. Among the serious limitations of applying filters
on color images which have recently been highlighted by
numerous researchers, include first the lack of reliable and
accurate segmentation methods of color document images
into color layers. For instance, some filtering techniques have
recently been proposed based on analyzing only few color
components, which may cause significant performance loss.
In addition, it is commonly agreed that the key challenge of
color image processing lies in finding the adequate color space
model, which is not a trivial task. Nevertheless, Elhedda [14]
claimed that the choice of the specified color component of
the color space model to analyze is a more determining factor
than the choice of the color space model for color image
segmentation. It is also important to be noted that the type
of the filtering approach used for segmenting color images
has a significant impact.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews a
number of commonly and widely used conventional filtering
techniques applied to color images. In Section III, we firstly
outline the criterion used to evaluate the performance of
the different assessed filtering techniques in this work (cf.
Section III-A). Then, we discuss quantitatively the obtained
performance of the filtering technique experiments (cf. Section
III-C) after detailing our experimental protocol (cf. Section
III-B). Our conclusions and future work are presented in
Section IV.

For simplification purposes, we have adopted the following
notations in this paper.

• I is the input image,
• F is the filtered image,
• M denotes the number of image intensities,
• N corresponds to th number of image pixels.

II. FILTERING TECHNIQUES FOR COLOR IMAGES

Filtering techniques for color images can be categorized
according to the adopted types of analysis strategies. There are
three categories of analysis strategies for filtering techniques
used for color images: marginal, vector and dual approaches. A
marginal approach operates by applying filters separately on
each color component determined according to the selected
color space model. A vector approach operates by applying
filters on vector representations defining the different color
component values of the analyzed pixels. A dual approach
combines series and parallel filters of vector and marginal
types. Filtering techniques are largely used for both denoising

and edge detection purposes. It is important to note that the
definition of a filter is closely associated with the hyper-
space notion. Indeed, some filters need to be reviewed once
the properties of an hyperspace are modified. For instance,
applying a Laplacien filter in a two-dimensional space only
requires a simple convolution of the analyzed image with the
Laplacian kernel, while applying a Laplacien filter in a five-
dimensional space needs to review the filter principles (i.e.
use a finite-difference method). However, other filters do not
need to be reexamined such as the mean filter. The mean filter
gives similar results when analyzing each color component
separately and when analyzing the hyperspace. Thus, for both
denoising (cf. Section II-A) and edge detection (cf. Section
II-B) purposes a number of commonly and widely used filters
and their application in a hyperspace are summarized in the
following.

A. Denoising filters

Denoising filters are designed to reduce or to eliminate
different noise levels and degradation types exist in an image.
A denoising filter requires a priori knowledge regarding the
image to be analyzed and their characteristics (e.g. noise levels
and types). There are a variety of filters used for denoising
purposes. In this work, we only focus our study on the
conventional denoising filters, including the mean filter (cf.
Section II-A1), the median filter (cf. Section II-A2) and the
morphological filter (cf. Section II-A3).

1) Mean filter: To compute the intensity value of a pixel by
using a mean filter, we need to compute its average intensity
value regarding its neighbors. In the case of a color image,
the computation of the average intensity value of a pixel
regarding its neighbors is based on determining the centroid.
The centroid is given by:

−−→
OG =

∑
imi ·

−−→
OMi∑

imi
(1)

where G denotes the gravity center of the point cloud rep-
resented by Mi, O is the origin of the vectors, and mi

corresponds to the weight of Mi.
Subsequently, for color images the coordinates of the point

G are calculated separately for each color component of the
selected color space model. As a consequence, the marginal
and the vector approaches will have the same results in the case
of using the mean filter. Similarly, with regard to the weighted
mean filter and the Gaussian filter, there will no differences
in terms of results when using either a marginal approach or
a vector approach.

2) Median filter: The median filter is based on sorting the
intensity values of the pixel to be analyzed and its neighbors.
Afterwards, the median value is assigned to the pixel to be
analyzed. In the hyperspace of a color image (cf. equation (2)),
sorting the intensity values of a set of pixels is equivalent to
sorting the norms of the intensity vectors (cf. equation (3)).



I(x− 1 : x+ 1, y − 1 : y + 1) =
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d e f
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 (2)

where {a, b, . . . , h, i} denotes a set of vectors. Each vector
contains the different color components of the selected color
space model.

F (x, y) = median(||a||, ||b||, . . . , ||h||, ||i||) (3)

3) Morphological filters: The idea of a basic morphological
filter is based on sorting filters. For a morphological erosion
operation, we simply need to sort the intensity values of
the pixel to be analyzed and its neighbors. Afterwards, the
minimum intensity value of the sorted set of the intensity
values is assigned to the pixel to be analyzed (cf. equation
(4)). In the case of color images, the vector norms are sorted.

F (x, y) = minimum(||a||, ||b||, . . . , ||h||, ||i||) (4)

Similarly, for a morphological dilation operation the maxi-
mum intensity value of the sorted set of the intensity values
is assigned to the pixel to be analyzed (cf. equation (5)).

F (x, y) = maximum(||a||, ||b||, . . . , ||h||, ||i||) (5)

The morphological erosion or dilation operation is operated
by using a 3×3 square structuring element on the hyperspace
of a color image (cf. equation (2)).

B. Edge detection filters

Edge detection is an important pre-processing step preced-
ing a series of image analysis tasks. It is based on identifying
points having more or less abrupt variation in terms of image
intensities with the aim of capturing and excluding noise. The
main edge detection filters are: Roberts filter, Laplacian filter,
Sobel filter, Prewit filter, Kirsh filter, Canny filter, Derich filter
and Gabor filter. In the following, we outline briefly the use of
the Laplacian and the Sobel filters for color images in Sections
II-B1 and II-B2, respectively.

1) Laplacian filter: The Laplacian filter is based on com-
puting the second derivative of the intensity function. It is
defined by means of a finite-difference method computed at
the pixel I(x, y).

The kernel of the Laplacian filter is given by:0 1 0
1 −4 1
0 1 0

 (6)

Applying a Laplacian filter on a gray-scale image requires a
simple convolution of the analyzed image with the Laplacian
kernel. The Laplacien filter remains a useful technique for
color images in the case of using a marginal approach.
However, applying a Laplacian filter with a marginal approach
(i.e. each color component is separately analyzed) is really
incorrect due to the fact that an edge can not be dislocated on

several planes. Hence, the idea is to use a vector approach.
In this case, a pixel is characterized by an intensity vector.
The Laplacian filter applied for color images is computed as
follows:

F (x, y) =
√
LR(x, y) + LG(x, y) + LB(x, y) (7)

where

LR(x, y) = (IR(x− 1, y)− IR(x, y))2
+(IR(x, y − 1)− IR(x, y))2 +(IR(x, y + 1)− IR(x, y))2

+(IR(x+ 1, y)− IR(x, y))2

LG(x, y) = (IG(x− 1, y)− IG(x, y))2
+(IG(x, y − 1)− IG(x, y))2 +(IG(x, y + 1)− IG(x, y))2

+(IG(x+ 1, y)− IG(x, y))2

LB(x, y) = (IB(x− 1, y)− IB(x, y))2
+(IB(x, y − 1)− IB(x, y))2 +(IB(x, y + 1)− IB(x, y))2

+(IB(x+ 1, y)− IB(x, y))2

where IR, IG and IB are the three color components of the
analyzed image. This formalism remains consistent for any
color space model such as RGB, HSB, etc.

2) Sobel filter: A Sobel kernel is applied by means of
either a marginal approach or a vector approach for edge
detection purposes. The only difference between the results
of the two approaches when using a Sobel filter lies only in
the intensity level of the filtered pixels. The filtered image
pixels have higher intensity levels (i.e. clearer filtered images)
in the case of using a vector approach than in the case
of using a marginal approach. This is due to the fact that
the filtered image is computed by using a vector norm (i.e.
sum of norm differences). On the other side, in the case of
marginal approach the sum of differences between pixels is
firstly computed and the norm is subsequently calculated.

The kernels of a Sobel filter are defined as follows:

Sh(x, y) =

−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

 (8)

and

Sv(x, y) =

−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1

 (9)

whereSh and Sv are the horizontal and the vertical Sobel
kernels, respectively.

The Sobel filter applied for color images by means of a
marginal approach is computed as follows:

F =
√
F 2
h + F 2

v (10)

where Fh and Fv are the resulting images of convoluting
the analyzed image with the horizontal and the vertical Sobel
kernels, respectively.

The Sobel filter applied for color images by means of a
vector approach is computed as follows:

F (x, y) =
√
SR(x, y) + SG(x, y) + SB(x, y) (11)



where

SR(x, y) = (cR − aR)2 + 2(fR − dR)2
+(iR − gR)2 + (gR − aR)2 +2(hR − bR)2 + (iR − cR)2

SG(x, y) = (cG − aG)2 + 2(fG − dG)2
+(iG − gG)2 + (gG − aG)2 +2(hG − bG)2 + (iG − cG)2

SB(x, y) = (cB − aB)2 + 2(fB − dB)2
+(iB − gB)2 + (gB − aB)2 +2(hB − bB)2 + (iB − cB)2aα bα cα

dα eα fα
gα hα iα

 =Iα(x− 1, y − 1) Iα(x− 1, y) Iα(x− 1, y + 1)
Iα(x, y − 1) Iα(x, y) Iα(x, y + 1)

Iα(x+ 1, y − 1) Iα(x+ 1, y) Iα(x+ 1, y + 1)


We note that α is, either, R, G and B for RGB space model

or H, S and B for HSB space model. This formalism remains
consistent for other color space models.

III. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

To illustrate the effectiveness of the different assessed
filtering techniques, a thorough experimental study has been
conducted using a corpus of color archival document images
collected from the Tunisian national archives. In the following,
we firstly review several assessment criteria for filter per-
formance evaluation (cf. Section III-A). Then, we detail our
experimental protocol and the experiments carried out to eval-
uate filtering techniques applied to color archival document
images (cf. Section III-B). Finally, we discuss quantitatively
the obtained filter performance (cf. Section III-C).

A. Performance evaluation criteria

In order to assess the different filtering techniques, previ-
ously presented in Section II, several assessment criteria for
filter performance evaluation will be detailed in this section.
Two types of assessment criteria can be used to evaluate filter
performance. The first type of assessment criteria is psycho-
visual=. The second type of assessment criteria is quantitative
or statistical. Comparing visually the effectiveness of a filtering
technique is inherently a subjective evaluation and is not
sufficient. Thus, we focus on the second type of assessment
criteria in this work. Indeed, the performance of the different
filtering techniques has been analyzed by computing three
metrics, such as the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), the
ratio of the regions statistics (SR) and the statistical variance
of a homogeneous region in an image (RSC) [15]. These
metrics depends on the type of the used filtering technique.

• The PSNR metric (cf. Section III-A1) and the SR metric
(cf. Section III-A2) are computed in the case of using a
denoising filter,

• The RSC metric is computed in the case of using an edge
detection filter (cf. Section III-A3).

1) PSNR metric: The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
is computed as follows:

PSNR = 10log10
Max

MSE
(12)

where

• MSE denotes the mean square error. MSE is given by:

MSE =
∑
x

∑
y

(I(x, y)− F (x, y))2

M
(13)

• Max denotes the maximum value of image intensity.

This is exemplified in the following calculation method
applied to RGB color image by using a vector for. A vector
form is used to determine (I(x, y)−F (x, y))2 which is giving
by :

(I(x, y)− F (x, y))2 = (IR(x, y)− FR(x, y))2

+ (IG(x, y)− FG(x, y))2

+ (IB(x, y)− FB(x, y))2 (14)

The higher the values of the computed PSNR criterion,
the better the filter results.

2) SR metric: The ratio of region statistics (SR) is com-
puted by:

SR =

∑
i σi

m ·M
(15)

where

• σi denotes the standard deviation of the ith region,
• m is the statistical mean of the whole image intensities.

The regions are identified by convoluting an image differ-
ence (between the original image and the filtered image) at a
window having a T × T size (T is equal to 5).

The lower the values of the computed SR criterion, the
better the filter results.

3) RSC metric: The RSC metric is computed based on a
statistical analysis of image regions. It uses the Lee filter to
crop an image into regions and subsequently statistical mo-
ments for each image regions are calculated. For each region,
two simple statistics, the mean and the standard deviation,
deduced from the variations of each edge of the analyzed
pixel are computed. The RSC criterion corresponds to the
ratio between the sum of the standard deviations applied to
the mean difference norm of image regions of either side of
the edge. The mean and the standard deviation are computed
twice, either side of the edge.

Usually, four scan directions have been used (cf. Figure 1):
θr = {0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦} (i.e. horizontal, vertical, diagonal
and anti-diagonal directions). Therefore, statistics are com-
puted for each scan direction.

The RSC criterion is given by:

RSC =
∑
x

∑
y

√
r2H + r2V + r2D1 + r2D2

N
(16)



where
• rH denotes the ratio in the horizontal direction. rH is

defined as:
rH =

|mH1 −mH2|√
vH1 + vH2

(17)

• rV denotes the ratio in the vertical direction. rv is defined
as:

rV =
|mV 1 −mV 2|√
vV 1 + vV 2

(18)

• rD1 denotes the ratio in the first diagonal direction. rD1

is defined as:

rD1 =
|mD11 −mD12|√
vD11 + vD12

(19)

• rD2 denotes the ratio in the second diagonal direction.
rD2 is defined as:

rD2 =
|mD21 −mD22|√
vD21 + vD22

(20)

• mH1 and vH1 (resp. mV 1 and vV 1) are the mean and
the variance, respectively, computed according to the
first edge side in the horizontal direction (resp. vertical
direction),

• mH2 and vH2 (resp. mV 2 and vV 2) are the mean and
the variance, respectively, computed according to the
second edge side in the horizontal direction (resp. vertical
direction),

• mD11 and vD11 (resp. mD21 and vD21) are the mean and
the variance, respectively, computed according to the first
edge side in the first diagonal (resp. second diagonal),

• mD12 and vD12 (resp. mD22 and vD22) are the mean
and the variance, respectively, respectively, computed
according to the second edge side in the first diagonal
(resp. second diagonal) after the edge.

Figure 1 illustrates the four scan directions used for com-
puting the statistics of the RSC metric.

H1 H2 V1 V2

D11 D12 D21 D22

Fig. 1. Illustration of the four scan directions used for computing the statistics
of the RSC criterion: horizontal (H1 and H2), vertical (V1 and V2), first
diagonal from the right to the left (D11 and D12), second diagonal from the
left to the right (D21 and D22).

The higher the values of the computed RSC criterion, the
better the filter results.

B. Experimental protocol

The denoising filters evaluated in this work are: the median
filter with a kernel having a 3× 3 size and the morphological
filter having the following structure “opening (closing (im-
age))”. Each filter is applied using the following approaches:

a marginal approach, a vector approach, a first dual approach
(marginal then vector), and a second dual approach (vector
then marginal). The different filtering approaches assessed in
this work are presented in Table I.

TABLE I
FILTERING APPROACHES.

Description
M. Marginal approach
V. Vector approach

MV. First dual approach (marginal then vector)
VM. Second dual approach (vector then marginal)

The experimental corpus used in this work has been col-
lected from the Tunisian national archives. Figure 2 illustrates
an example of an archival document image collected from the
Tunisian national archives1.

Fig. 2. An example of an archival document image collected from the Tunisian
national archives1.

First, the different filtering techniques assessed in this work
have been applied without introducing any a priori noise on
images of our experimental corpus. Then, several degradations
are added to images with the goal of evaluating the robustness
of the filtering techniques on color images. Therefore, images
under numerous degradation and noise models have been
generated.

Several degradation and noise models have been introduced
by adding weak additive Gaussian noise, strong additive
Gaussian noise, weak speckle noise, strong speckle noise,
weak “salt&pepper” noise, and strong “salt&pepper” noise on
images of our experimental corpus. The different noise models
assessed in this work are presented in Table II.

TABLE II
NOISE MODELS.

Description
Noise 1 Weak additive Gaussian noise
Noise 2 Strong additive Gaussian noise
Noise 3 Weak speckle noise
Noise 4 Strong speckle noise
Noise 5 Weak “salt&pepper” noise
Noise 6 Strong “salt&pepper” noise



The evaluation scheme of denoising filters is illustrated in
Figure 3.

Input image

Noise (Gaussian, speckle or “salt&pepper”)

Approach (marginal or vector, Dual)

Filter (median or morphological)

Evaluation

Fig. 3. Evaluation scheme of denoising filters.

The filters assessed for edge detection purposes are: the
Laplacian filter, the Sobel filter and the morphological filter.
The morphological filter is obtained by computing the differ-
ence between the image filtered by means of a morphological
dilatation and the image filtered by means of morphological
erosion.

The evaluation scheme of edge detection filters is illustrated
in Figure 4.

Input image

Approach (marginal or vector)

Filter (Laplacian, Sobel or morphological)

Evaluation

Fig. 4. Evaluation scheme of edge detection filters.

C. Results and discussion

The performance evaluation and comparison of the different
filtering techniques in this work using two evaluation schemes
for denoising and edge detection purposes, are presented in
Sections III-C1 and III-C2, respectively.

1) Denoising filters: Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the obtained
performances of the median filter and the morphological filter,
respectively, in the RGB color space by computing the PSNR
metric.

By computing the PSNR metric, we note that the best
performance is obtained using a marginal approach for almost
all types of noise (cf. Figures 5 and 6).

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the obtained performances of the
median filter and the morphological filter, respectively, in the
RGB color space by computing the SR metric.

Similarly, by computing the SR metric we also observe
that a marginal approach outperforms the other evaluated

Fig. 5. Performance evaluation of the median filter in the RGB color space
by computing the PSNR metric.

Fig. 6. Performance evaluation of the morphological filter in the RGB color
space by computing the PSNR metric.

Fig. 7. Performance evaluation of the median filter in the RGB color space
by computing the SR metric.

approaches for almost all types of noise either when using
the median filter or the morphological filter (cf. Figures 7
and 8). This strengthens our previous observations obtained
when analyzing the obtained PSNR results. We also observe
that the two assessed dual approaches (MV. and VM.) do not



Fig. 8. Performance evaluation of the morphological filter in the RGB color
space by computing the SR metric.

perform better than the other evaluated approaches in most of
carried out experiments for image denoising purposes. This
can be justified by the produced bias by using a progressive
merge process of two different filtering approaches.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the obtained PSNR and SR
performances, respectively by using the median filter and the
morphological filter.

Fig. 9. Performance evaluation of the median filter and the morphological
filter in the HSB color space by computing the PSNR metric. The median
filter and the morphological filter are annotated with median and morph,
respectively.

We note that the experiments carried out on other color
spaces such as HSB confirms our previous observations
concerning the RGB color space (cf. Figures 9 and 10).
Indeed, similar performance is obtained according to the most
computed evaluation metrics when comparing results obtained
from two different color spaces.

2) Edge detection filters: Figure 11 depicts the obtained
performances of the morphological filter, the Sobel filter and
the Laplacian filter by computing the RSC metric.

We note that using a vector approach gives better results
for the Laplacian filters and the Sobel filter. This can be
explained by the limitations of a marginal approach to split
spatially edge in many hyper-space plans. Nevertheless, For

Fig. 10. Performance evaluation of the median filter and the morphological
filter in the HSB color space by computing the SR metric. The median
filter and the morphological filter are annotated with median and morph,
respectively.

Fig. 11. Performance evaluation of the morphological filter, the Sobel filter
and the Laplacian filter by computing the RSC metric. The morphological
filter, the Sobel filter and the Laplacian filter are annotated with laplace, sobel
and morph, respectively.

the morphological filter, the results are similar when using a
vector approach and a marginal approach (cf. Figure 11).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The filtering of color images have many particularities
compared to the filtering of gray-scale images. Indeed, the
filtering techniques in gray levels are only based on computing
pixels intensities. on the other side, analyzing color images
is a tricky task. Hence, applying a filtering technique on a
color image requires more extensive image processing tasks to
handle with the color space. The major difficulty encountered
at filtering color images lies in the number of intensities
contained in a single pixel.

Considering the type of the adopted approach in the filtering
technique, each filter is analyzed according to their character-
istics and performance. For instance, the conventional linear
filters, such as the mean filter and the Gaussian filter, make
a vector approach similar to a marginal approach. In the case
of using high-order filters, such as the median filter and the



morphological filters, a marginal approach is better than a
vector ones. This can be justified by the need to take into
account the characteristics or properties of noise exist in the
analyzed data. Indeed, if we have a priori knowledge about the
noise and the image content, a vector approach will outperform
a marginal one. Therefore, the choice of a filtering approach
tightly depends on the availability of the a priori knowledge
of the image characteristics. Hence, a marginal approach is
the suitable choice when applying a “blind” filtering on a
color image (i.e. without a priori knowledge of the image
characteristics).

Finally, based on the experimental results and observations
of this work we conclude that adopting a marginal approach
in using a filtering technique that do not require a priori
knowledge of the characteristics of data to be analyzed is the
best alternative for enhancing or denoising historical document
images. Nevertheless, adopting a vector approach in using a
filtering technique for edge detection purposes remains the
suitable choice.

Our further works will be in line with those described in
this paper. The first aspect of future work will be to extend
our investigation to other datasets. Furthermore, we intend to
conduct a comparative study of the quaternion filter and the
vector filter. Finally, we will investigate filters in the fifth space
dimension or more.
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